
 
Hello!  
I am Chelsea -- founder of 
Heartbeat Nosh. 
 
Thank you for your interest in working with        
me and my brand!  
 
ABOUT: Heartbeat Nosh (HBN) is a food and        
cocktail blog, based in Salt Lake City, Utah.        
While much of the content that HBN focuses        
on is local to Salt Lake City, HBN is always          
interested in working with clients who engage       
in the food, cocktail, and spirits industry on a         
broad or national level. Some examples of       
content that would work well for HBN are: 

 
COCKTAIL CREATION  do you have      
spirit, mixer, or cocktail product that you       
want featured? I am great with cocktail       
recipes and creating something around     
your brand or product. HBN also features       
products/brands in the popular Cocktail     
Club series. 
 
FOOD PRODUCTS - do you have a brand or         
food product that HBN’s (mostly) local      
audience has access to that you want       
reviewed or featured? (I love to talk about        
and feature products that my audience      



would be interested in  but they need to have access to them locally or via the web.) 
 
BRAND or ITEM REVIEW  do you represent a store or product item that is based in                 
the food or cocktail industry that you want to see in a recipe or sponsored post? 
 
HOME/KITCHEN PRODUCTS REVIEW  do you have a kitchen product or gadget, or             
home decor item that would work well with food and or/cocktail preparation?  
 
RESTAURANT PROMOTION/MEDIA EVENTS  I am happy to do restaurant reviews           
or attend media events for any local restaurants or venues. All sponsored restaurant,             
venue, or event blog posts will have the caveat that I was hosted by the organization or                 
its media company to keep my blog ethical, while still being able to do reviews that                
are not anonymous.  
 

If you think you fit this criteria - let’s work together!  
 
HEARTBEAT NOSH STATS: 
 
Demographics  HBN’s audience is mostly local or West Coast based. (Salt Lake City,              
Utah and surrounding areas) 
25  35 \\ both male and female 
interested in food, cocktails, cooking, & dining 
 
Unique Views Per Month: 3,000 
Unique Visitors Per Month: 1,700 
Page Views Per Visitor Per Month: 2.24 
 

SOCIAL:  
 

Twitter: 1,400 
Facebook: 760 
Instagram: 720 
Pinterest: 450 

 

HEARTBEAT NOSH HAS WORKED WITH: 
 
Tillamook, Bruce Cost, Sugar House Distillery, Orson H. Gygi, Salt Lake Vodka, Vida             
Tequila, Beehive Distilling, Ogden’s Own (Five Wives Vodka), 5 O’Clock Fashionistas,           
3 Squares Produce, Merco Local Marketing, Media One, Tastemakers, Karen Boe           
Media, High West Distillery, Grass Roots Agency, Heber Valley Cheese, Winder           



Farms, Oakdell Farms, KSL, Utah Stories, City Weekly, Devour Magazine, Colorful           
Harvest, Downtown Alliance, Rico Catering, and many many more!  
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